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Suppression of magnetic granularity by transport current
in (Bi,Pb) 2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox tapes

A. E. Pashitski, A. Polyanskii,a) A. Gurevich,b) J. A. Parrell, and D. C. Larbalestier
Applied Superconductivity Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Received 22 April 1995; accepted for publication 22 August 1995!

Using the magneto-optical technique, transport current flow in~Bi,Pb!2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox ~BSCCO!
Ag-sheathed tapes has been imaged. For zero transport current,I , the magnetization currents display
a pronounced macroscopic magnetic granularity~on a scale larger than the actual grain size!
characterized by a percolative distribution of current loops. By applyingI'0.8I c this granular
behavior was largely replaced by a more uniform current flow. Due to the significant dependence
I c onE in BSCCO, the extent to which the magnetic granularity is observed strongly depends on th
magnetic prehistory and on the electric fieldE, whose characteristic values are very different for
magnetization and transport measurements. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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The critical current density Jc of Ag-sheathed
~Bi1.8Pb0.4Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox ~BSCCO-2223! tapes, is determined
by both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic factors su
as the short coherence length and high anisotropy resu
strong flux creep and an essential dependence ofJc on the
electric fieldE.1,2 Jc is also limited by the intergrain supe
conducting coupling both along thec-axis3 and in theab
plane.4 Extrinsic factors, such as irregularities of the Ag
BSCCO interface,5 the grain-to-grain alignment, distribu
tions of low-Tc intergrowths

6 and cracks7 play a significant
role too. This results in strong inhomogeneities inJc(r ),
giving rise to percolative current flow7–10 and an effective
current-carrying cross section smaller than the real cross
tion of the tape. Thus the identification of current paths
BSCCO/Ag tapes is of great importance to understanding
real potential of high-temperature superconductors.

Recently, the magneto-optical~MO! technique has bee
employed to visualize the magnetic flux and current distri
tions in BSCCO tapes on;5 mm scale.10,11 It was shown
that J„r … could be deduced from the maps ofB„r … and that
theJc was markedly higher near the Ag–BSCCO interfac
where colonies of well-aligned longer grains are mostly
cated. This observation verifies the inferences of previ
microstructural12,13 and electromagnetic7,14 studies. Central
parts of the tapes having smaller grains and more sec
phase exhibited a pronounced magnetic granularity cha
terized by percolative current patterns consisting of an a
of current loops much larger than the crystallit
themselves.10

An important question is whether such pictures a
equally valid in the presence of transport current~see also,
Refs. 15 and 16!. A fundamental difference between tran
port and magnetization measurements is thatE in transport
measurements is generally much larger than in magnetiza
ones. Given the significant dependence ofJc on E in
BSCCO,1,2 the transport current distributionJ„r … might be
very different. In this letter we show that the magnetic gran
larity in transport can be strongly suppressed, and that m
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netization and transport behavior is indeed qualitatively dif
ferent.

In this work, we used the MO technique to visualize
magnetic flux penetration into a 2223 tape having a 50mm
thick BSCCO core prepared by the ‘‘two-powder’’ process17

from the same batch studied in Ref. 10 for which
Jc(4.2 K, 0 T!590 000 A/cm2, andJc(77 K, 0 T!518 000
A/cm2, at Ec51 mV/cm. The sample was cut into a 1032
30.2 mm slab. The long dimension~10 mm! was the tape
axis y along which the transport currentI was passed, the
intermediate dimension~2 mm! was thez-axis along which
the magnetic fieldHa was applied, and the shortest dimen-
sion ~0.2 mm! was thex-axis, parallel to thec-axis of the
grains. MO imaging ofBz(r ) from both magnetization and
transport currents was performed by placing a 2mm thick
Bi-doped Y3Fe5O12 film directly onto the polished central
part of the 1030.2 mm surface of the sample.10,16 MO im-
ages were taken for the magnetic fieldHa applied along the
broad face of the tape parallel to theab planes and perpen-
dicular to the indicator film~see Fig. 2!# at 14, 30, and 77 K,
first in the zero-field cooled regime atI50 and then after
passing both dc and pulsedI (t). The results were qualita-
tively similar for all temperatures studied, but we focus her
on the 77 K data, which although more difficult to obtain due
to the smallerJc , are of greater technological interest.

Figure 1 shows MO images atHa5212 Oe for I50
and I510A50.8I c , where darker regions correspond to
lower local values ofBz(r ). It is striking that the highly
nonuniform flux penetration atI50 becomes much more
uniform when a transport current is applied. Flux profiles
taken at the sections marked in Fig. 1~b! are shown in Fig. 2.
They indicate that the tape was well above the field of ful
flux penetration~'20–30 Oe!, and that the self-field was
'Ha /4, the shape ofBz(x) being in qualitative agreement
with the Bean model~see inset!. The irregularities of
dBz /dx are due to inhomogeneities inJc(r ). The mean
slope dBz /dx in the region occupied by transport current
was noticeably higher than in the region of reverse magnet
zation currents. We believe that this is a consequence of t
higherE of the transport measurement as compared to th
more relaxedE which correspond to magnetization currents

a,
/95/67(18)/2720/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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To visualize the current flow, we plot the two
dimensional~2D! map of Bz(x,y) obtained from the MO
images. The images were averaged over scalesL56 mm,
larger than the characteristic sizes of the second phase
cipitates, as discussed in detail in Ref. 10. Due to the s
geometry of the sample and the high aspect ratio~;10! of
the platelike grains whose long dimensions are parallel toH,
this averaging enables us to suppress the componentJz(r ),
making J„r … effectively 2D over macroscopic scales.L.10

Then the contour maps ofBz(x,y) in Fig. 3 can be regarded
as the current streamlines over lengths larger thanL, al-
though at the Ag–BSCCO interface this interpretation
valid only qualitatively, since surface irregularities ma
cause noticeableBx,y(r ) components. However, this 2D ap
proximation certainly permits a clear qualitative visualiz
tion of current paths in both magnetization and transport
periments.

As seen from Fig. 3, the magnetic flux distribution aI
50 is markedly different from that for the current-carryin
state. AtI50, the tape exhibits a granular structure of ma
netization currents characterized by an array of macrosc
current loops much bigger than the BSCCO grain size~'3

FIG. 1. MO images of the 2223 tape at 77 K and 212 Oe for trans
current~a! I50 and~b! I510A'0.8I c .

FIG. 2. Flux profiles taken at the marked places in Fig. 1~b!. The inset
showsBz(x,y,0) for I50, I5I c /2, and I5I c in the Bean model for a
half-infinite slab in a parallel field.F shows the location of the MO indicato
film on the sample.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 67, No. 18, 30 October 1995
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mm!. As was shown in Ref. 10, this magnetic granularity i
determined by macroscopic inhomogeneities inJc(r ) over a
scale of several grains or grain colonies and depends on
magnetic prehistory. The transport current qualitativel
changes this picture, eliminating most magnetization loop
except for some in the central part of the tape. This doe
indicate that the magnetic granularity on that scale is due
a metastable current structure which results from a nonun
form flux penetration during the magnetization proces
Granular structure persists in the part of the tape which is n
occupied by transport current and also in the central pa
which exhibits a rather granular behavior even atI50.8I c .
The latter is a feature of this particular tape which has a po
Jc in the center due to the absence of colonies of wel
aligned long grains and the presence of large second ph
precipitates~or, perhaps, cracks! which give rise to signifi-
cant deviation of the current streamlines.10

To evaluate theJc distribution, in magnetization and
transport experiments, we plotted contour map
of the Jc(x,y) surface calculated from the measured
Bz(r ) in the 2D approximation, Jc(r )52@(]Bz /]x)

2

1(]Bz /]y)
2#1/2m0

21, where the factor 2 accounts for the
volume occupied by currents which contribute toBz(x,y) on
the surface of the semi-infinite slab in Fig. 2. The data show
in Fig. 4, indicate that, forI50, theJc distribution consists
of randomly scattered, disconnected high-Jc regions which
do not form a continuous percolative path along the tape.
this case the magnetic moment is mostly determined by t
granular ‘‘white’’ regions which haveJc,104 A/cm2. By
contrast, in the current-carrying state shown in Fig. 4~b!, the
local Jc values in the region occupied by transport curren
are considerably higher than forI50, which appears to be
due to the strong dependence ofJc on E at 77 K even for
H5212 Oe. There is a clear boundary in Fig. 4~b! between
the region of transport currents on the left-hand side, and t
region of reverse magnetization currents on the right-han
side. Current patterns in Figs. 3 and 4 were imaged aft
significant flux creep occurred. This results in different mag
nitudes ofE(t) for transport and magnetization currents
since they correspond to very different initial valuesE(0)

ort

r

FIG. 3. Contours of constantBz(x,y) in steps of 3 Oe for~a! I50 and~b!
I50.8I c measured directly above the tape surface.
2721Pashitski et al.
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typical of magnetization and transport measurements. In
dition, I was applied several minutes afterH was applied,
which also contributed to the more relaxedE(t) for magne-
tization currents.

In conclusion, we have shown that a 2223 tape imag
under external field and zero transport current exhibits p
nounced magnetic granularity with current loops havi
lengths of order the thickness of the BSCCO core. Transp
current strongly suppresses this magnetic granularity, eve
77 K. However, theJc values increase toward the Ag
BSCCO interfaces and the central part of the tape still ha
low Jc . The data imply that BSCCO tapes having inhom
geneousJc(r ) can exhibit qualitatively different transpor
and magnetization behavior. This fact may be very import
for the correct interpretation of ac losses in BSCCO tap
since the dissipation under ac magnetic field or ac trans

FIG. 4. 2D contour maps of theJc(x,y) surface for~a! I50 and ~b! I
50.8I c . ~b! Darker intensity corresponds to higherJc values, the white
regions havingJc,104 A/cm2. Three shades of gray correspond toJc val-
ues defined by the intervals 104 A/cm2,Jc,23104 A/cm2, 2
3104 A/cm2,Jc,33104 A/cm2; and Jc.33104 A/cm2 ~black re-
gions!, respectively.
2722 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 67, No. 18, 30 October 1995
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current conditions may be different, as they correspond t
very different structures ofJ„r … in Fig. 3
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